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Why choose MIRACLE Span?

3 Durable buildings

3 No internal posts

3 Easy to extend

3 Choice of styles

3 Ideal for remote sites

3 Easy maintenance

3 Designed for your site

3 Quality accessories

3 Simple, shallow foundations

Miracle Span arch type steel buildings have been erected in the 

UK for over 30 years and many of the buildings put up in the early 

years are still standing strong today!

Ideal for remote sites

Up to six times thicker than traditional steel buildings, Miracle Span 

arch style buildings use strong stressed profile panels in 14-22 

gauge Galvalume Plus steel.

No internal posts

Miracle Span arched buildings offer 100% usable space.  Solid steel 

panels are bolted together to form self-supporting arches.  No 

support framework is needed so there are no internal posts to 

manoeuvre around!

Designed to suit your site

Our arched steel buildings are specifically designed to suit the 

climatic conditions of  site. With buildings erected in the your

Shetland Islands, the Falklands and even Antarctica, you can be 

confident of a durable building solution for your project, regardless 

of your location.

Versatile designs

Available in various shapes of complete buildings, open sided 

structures, roof systems and canopies, Miracle Span arched style 

buildings are truly versatile. End walls are not load bearing, leaving 

you free to design a distinctive finish or to harmonise with 

surroundings.

Easy to extend

Miracle Span arched buildings can be extended as your business 

grows and your budget allows by simply adding more arches. They 

can also be relocated on contract completion – our assembly team 

will be happy to help.

Simple, shallow foundations

A suggested simple foundation design is provided for each 

structure. Alternatively, buildings can be bolted to an existing 

concrete pad using our specially designed steel base plate 

connector.

Engineer’s drawings

A set of engineer’s drawings are provided for each building design 

and full calculations are available to assist with your building 

regulations application.

Easy maintenance

Miracle Span arched style buildings are easy to maintain as they do 

not have ledges to trap dirt or dust.  If the arched panels are 

accidentally damaged when the building is in use they can be 

replaced quickly and easily by our assembly team.
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